
Various internship programs are also run by INDIA Redefined Youth/Teen Wing Coordinators 

a) INDIA Redefined Community Leadership 2012 –See details on website and photographs of 
INDIA Redefined Community Leadership 2011--Many INDIA Redefined Youth did INDIA 
Redefined  Internship in 2011, various activities, INDIA Redefined Community Leadership 
Program, etc under the guidance of a youth Mahima Rathi and vision of Sukanya Narain , a 
young Law Graduate Student who was last year All India Youth Doer Leaders of INDIA 
Redefined, and all regular monthly reports, Internship projects were sent  in a very organized 
way by Sukanya with regular updates and interaction with Youth studying in various 
Universities in various states. Internship Certificates were given to all those who did it 
successfully. INDIA Redefined had chosen Sukanya as Youth Star of INDIA Redefined on 2nd 
October .A part of internship was involving NGOs, social activists, CSR worldwide on the 
activities allotted to these youth.Now Sukanya is INDIA Redefined Youth Wing Managing 
Advisor & she is starting Community Leadership Program 2012 

Since last year on Gandhi Jayanti INDIA Redefined identifies a Youth or Teen to make him or her 
INDIA Redefined Youth/ Teen  of the year. 

There were two kinds of Internship -one internship was for only Law Students which many 
students did from various law colleges and the other was for other students. 

College/University Students can send CV at youth4change@indiaredefined.org  for 
Coordinating INDIA Redefined Internship Programs 

b) This year we have added Teen Wing Internship which School Students are doing under the 
leadership of Tanvi Khare (All India Teen Wing Doer Leaders)in different cities. After successful 
completion of two campaigns "Educate INDIA -taking oath from many students-I donate 6 
months of my life for those who are underpriviledged " & "United India “- I am an Indian first 
then a Maharashtrian or Punjabi  or Kashmiri or Tamlian etc etc. under Tanvi's leadership,INDIA 
Redefined Teen Wing recently  initiated Recyclathon/ LUCKNOW ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN CLEAN 
UP/Flash Mob/SPARROW REHABILITATION 

Recyclathon- Recently our intern group at lucknow  undertook a group event called 
'Recyclathon'   .These students from La Martiniere School effectively increased awareness 
about the need to recycle usable items,in order to save our depleting resources.The items 
included everything from used straws,old pieces of wood,twisted and used screws, old 
tyres,plastic bottles,buttons etc,well illustrated in our video.The students also organised a band 
event called 'band slam' as a means to attract the crowd.The event was met with success with a 
good no. of students attending and participating;they realized the use of waste materials. 

 



The event was conducted by Abhinav Saxena with his Team Ayushi Johari,Aakarshika 
Priyadarshi,Nikita Nayak,Sagar Kapoor,,Nikhil Keswani,Sohail Afzal,Anjuli Manchanda,,Mirat-ul 
Fatima,Devbhuj Bundela 

 

http://youtu.be/Ng5ZbiVd5N8 

LUCKNOW ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN CLEAN UP-Our Teen Soldiers collected the waste from the 
streets and put them in the bin at the Lucknow Zoo. Visitors were encouraged to not throw 
over the used plastic packets, plastic plates, empty tin cans, plastic juice packs, etc, in the 
campus, which was warmly welcomed by the zoo staff and the people visiting the garden. 
Visitors helped us a lot in our work by handing over the used plastic packets, plastic plates, 
empty tin cans, plastic juice packs, etc, and not throwing them anywhere else in the campus. 
Some even stepped forward and helped our team collect the waste that was littered all around 
the campus. In a few hours time we were able to fill 3 garbage bags and 2 dustbins with non-
biodegradable waste. 

SPARROW REHABILITATION-This project was initiated in the school campus by School Children 
with the aim of rehabitilating endangered birds through constructing safe bird houses through 
wood scrapes.The project successfully promoted the need to conserve our country's birds.The 
project on Sparrow Rehabiliation was conceived by Sir Arun Krishnamurthy, a passionate 
environmentalist, who has been a great source of inspiration for all Doer Leaders. 

The project took place in the grounds of La Martiniere College on the 18th of December, 2011 
where Doer Leaders from both La Martiniere Boys’ & Girls’ joined hands to protect the sparrow 
community. The project work started with the help of sample nests sent by Arun sir from 
Chennai. He coordinated with the Doer Leaders regarding other requirements that helped our 
project gain momentum. 

The nests that we constructed were made out of scrap wood shafts collected from the school 
campus. Narayan  Bhaiya (carpenter at La Martiniere Boys’ ) too, along with the enthusiastic 
group of boys and girls, had immense fun sawing the wood into the required sizes. The girls 
especially had a great time drilling holes into the nests, though their slender yet strong hands 
were vibrating more than the drilling machine itself! 

The pieces were then nailed together and the nests were painted in camouflaging green hues to 
attract birds to habitate in them. 

The above is a sample of some of the activities which have been carried out or possible to carry 
out under INDIA Redefined Banner. 


